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QUESTION PRESENTED

On August 23,2007, Police Officer Shante
reported her own car stolen, and identified
Alexandra Griffin, as the last person to se^
August 22. That car, however, had been in
of an undercover New York City Police
("NYPD") garage as of August 20, 2007
attempting to reach Alexandra Griffin, the NYPD
(incorrectly), that her name was Alexina Simon
was unwilling to cooperate with the NYPD (A 641)
in connection with its prosecution of McKinnies
charged with grand larceny and insurance fraud
reporting her car as stolen, Assistant District
("ADA") Longobardi, of the Queens Distric
("Queens DA") office, got a material witness
warrant for respondent Alexina Simon ("respondent
August 8,2008, from the Queens County Sup:
(A 630-31), and brought her in for questionin
the false stolen car report (A 684.4).

The question presented is:

Infailing tobring respondent before ajud^e according
to the language of the material witness order, but
instead questioning her intermittently at the office of the
Queens District Attorney for two consecutive; days about
McKinnies, were the Assistant District Attorney and the
police officers employed by the Queens DA entitled to the
absolute immunity provided to prosecutors engaged in
acts of advocacy?

1McKinnies

her friend,
the car on

the custody
Department
(A 632). In

learned

but she

Thus,
now

for falsely
Attorney

I; Attorney's
order and

")on
reme Court

g regarding

M

I
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioners, the City of NewYork,
Lee, Sergeant Evelyn Alegre
Longobardi respectfully submit this
of certiorari to review the judgment o:
CourtofAppeals for the Second "'

Detective Doug
ajid ADA Franfci

petition for a
Fthe United Sta

as

's

writ

•;es

Circuit

OPINIONS BELOW

Court

727
The decision and opinion ofthe United States

of Appeals for the Second Circuit ::s reported at
F.3d 167 and 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 17016 (App. la-
The decision and opinion of the United States Dis
Court for the Eastern District of New York (Vitali^n
D. J.), denying respondent's motion for reconsideration
was issued from the bench and was not published
15a-33a). The memorandum and order of the I
States District Court for the Eastern District of
York (Vitaliano, D. J.), ispublished at819 F. Supp. 2d
and 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 120665 " "'
opinion ofthe United States District Court for the
DistrictofNewYork (Reyes, U.S.M.J) ispublished at
U.S. Dist LEXIS 9515 (App. 50a-98a).

JURISDICTION

The Second Circuit Court of Abpeals
decision on August 16,2013. Thejurisdict
is invoked pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1254(1).

•14a).
Distinct

(App.
United

New

145

The

>Eastern

2011

rendered its
ion of this Court



STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Background

On

reported
McKinnies

indicating
the vehicle

on August
the car.

undercove^
As a result,
on a felony
larceny in
third

August 23,2007, Po
ier own car, a
completed a
that her friend,
in the lot from

22, 2007
car, however,

NYPD garage
on January 10
complaint,
the third

(A 632).

That

degree

An individual identified
contacted by the NYPD. W|ien
Griffin" began crying and
of the NYPD went to "Alexandra
Greene Avenue, Brooklyn,
an uncooperative person

In 2008

Office attempted

Alexandra Griffin"
indicated that her correct

and not "Alexandra Griffiln

plaintiff's car, nor could
driver's license. Ms. Simojn
household included family
names Griffin and Simon (

the Queens
to conduc

ice Officer Shantell McKinnies

white Dodge Charger, stolen.
Vehicle Theft Supporting Affidavit

Alexandra Griffin, had parked
which it was stolen and that

Griffin was the last person to see
had been in the custody of an
as of August 20,2007 (A 632).

2008, McKinnieswas arraigned
charging her with, inter alia, grand
degree and insurance fraud in the

as "Alexandra Griffin" was

first contacted, "Alexandra
up the telephone. Members

Griffin's" home, at 444
New York, and "were met by

(A 641).

ater called the NYPD and

name was "Alexandra Simon"

and that she did not use

slie, since she did not have a
further indicated that her

members with both the last

A 633-641).

County District Attorney's
i an interview of the individual



identified as "Alexandra Simon,"
resistance from her family, who were
Longobardi, of the Queens DA's office, a;
at least one subpoena on "Alexandra
procure herappearance, butwas unabl^
obtained through subpoenas issued by
office indicated that the witness's purported
444 Greene Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., wajs
an individual named "Alexina Simon"

but was met with

uncooperative. ADA
ttempted to serve

Sjimon" in order
to do so. Records
the Queens

residency
also the home

646).
of

(A i

Accordingly, on August 8, 2008,
obtained a material witness order and
warrant in connection with the felony
McKinnies, from the Queens County
(Holder, J.). McKinnies was a friend
daughter, Alexandra (A 389).

J^DA Longobardi
material witness

Complaint against
Supreme Court
of respondent

On August 11, 2008, when informed
material witness order and warrant, rather
formally under arrest and handcuffed,
to accompany Detectives Lee and Alegre
respondent from the Millennium Broadway
Manhattan, where she worked as a
Queens DA's office, to answer questions
material witness order (A 595, p. 40 596

'thein person of
than be

respondent ag:
,who transported

Hotel

housekeeper, to
pursuant to
•598; 602, p

;placed
jreed

m

the

the

67).

As petitioners were unable to
questioning of respondent on August 11
her to return on the following day, Augiist
her daughter, and respondent agreed to
she could not force her daughter to come
At no point on August 11, 2008 or August
respondent handcuffed, fingerprinted,
(A 602-603). On August 11, 2008 and

complete their
2008, they asked

12,2008, with
return, but said

(A 597, p. 49).
12, 2008 was

or photographed
August 12, 2008,

,»y TM.vFi;«r-yy?^w^TWi^w^^^!L-«-w



respondent
Queens
on several

was interviewed

office, not a jail
occasions throughout

in a conference room at the

cell, and left unattended there
both days.1

DA's

Litigation History

Respondent filed the
alleging claims of falke

lability (A 14-24)
anjiended complaint

the Queens DA
Sergeant Evely

2009,
municipal
filed an

employed
Lee and

instant action on March 27,
arrest, excessive force and
On August 13, 2009, she

naming two investigators
's office, Detective Douglas
Alegre, and ADA Francism

Longobardi

The Motion for Summary Judgment

On

judgment
including
undisputed
Petitioners

to the prosecution ofrespondent:
McKinnies

respondent

July

by
18, 2011, petitioners
notice of motion

an attorney's
facts and a menWandum

also submitted

moved for summary
, supported by attachments

declaration, statement of
of law (A 489-537).

ifiumerous documents relating
's alleged friend, Shantell

ial witness order namingand the

(A 531).
materi

Petitioners argued that
were immune from suit under

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 96115 (N

1. Ultimately, Simon was
Grand Jury against McKinnies
McKinnies -w|as finally dismissed

2. Sub

disputed), an<S vacated
663 F.3d 543

equently affir
and i"'

(2d Cir. 2011).

the individual defendants

Flagler v. Trainor. 2010
D.N.Y., 2010),2 because ADA

not called on to testify before the
and the felony complaint against

(A 648.4)

med in part (on the issue herein
emapded, in part, at Flagler v. Trainor,
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Longobardi, in procuring the material
bringing respondent in for questioning,
the scope ofhis duties in initiating and
prosecution." Petitioners further ar:
Hillv. Citv of New York. 45 F.3d 653,
the two investigators employed by the
Sgt. Alegre and Det. Lee, were acting
ADA Longobardi, and thus also were
immunity. Petitioners further argued
defendants were also entitled toqualified
Mitchell v.Forsvth. 472 U.S. 511 (1985)

witness order and

was acting "within
pursuing acriminal

that, pursuant to
360 (2d Cir. 1995),
ueens DA's office,

agents assisting
entitled to absolute

.hat the individual

immunity under

rgued

Q
as;

Additionally, petitioners argued thdt, under Anderson
v. United States. 2011 U.S. Dist. LEX^S
2001), the claim for false arrest failed
since the alleged arrest occurred pttrsuant
warrant. Further, petitioners arguecfl
voluntarily accompanied the officers
office, on both August 11 and August
if she believed that she was under arifest

claim must fail under Flagler, because
a material witness order and the
respondent was protected by absolute
520).

to

24469 (E.D.NjY.
as a matter of

to a va'

that respondent
the Queens

12, and that even
a false arre:st

act ofobtaining
resulting arrest

immunity (A51)9

law,
id

the;

Finally, petitioners argued that
establish municipal liability as a matter
could not demonstrate that her

violated and had offered no support
that the City failed to train and
DA's employees, other than bald, con
(A 521-22).

Respondent opposed the motion
she stated a viable claim for false

respondentcould riot
of law because she

constitutional rights were
or her contention

supervise the Queens
elusory statements

of

arguing that (1)
(2) there wasarrest

\ r



no

consent

or

obtained

to arrest

probable cause for
to be confined;

respondent; and (5)
confinement. Respondeat
individual petitioners

qualified immunity because
by the Queen^
, detain, or in

petitionerswere actingbeyond

Respondent also argkied
the existence of a failure

the Queens DA's subordinates
indifference to the rigb;
with municipal employees

6

her arrest; (3) respondent did not
petitioners intended to confine

respondent was conscious of her
also argued that none of the
properly claim either absolute

the material witness order

DA did not entitle petitioners
terrogate respondent, and thus

their authority (A 569-572).

(4)

that she had adequately pled
to properly train or supervise

"amounting to deliberate
i;s of those who come in contact

" (A 573-74).

Petitioners filed a reply
motion for summary judgment

i anIn

19, 2011,
summary

City of

in further support of their
(A 787-806).

The District Court's Order

order dated October

Judge Vitaliano
judgment, dismissing

New York. 819

7,2011, and entered October
granted petitioners' motion for

the complaint, Simon v.
Supp. 2d 145, *149 (E.D.N.Y.
Imbler v. Pachtman. 424 U.S.

noted that this Court therein "first
immunity of prosecutors to § 1983
te prosecuting attorney [acting]

duties in initiating and pursuing a
not amenable to suit" (App. 38a).

2011)
409

. 34a-49a).
the Court

recognised theabsolute
holding that 'a sta

scope of his
prosecution,' is

(APP Citing
(1973)

suits,
within

criminal

the

The

between

District Court then explained the difference
the prosecutor's role as an advocate, and



occasional role as a witness, the latter seen in Kalina
v. Fletcher. 522 U.S. 118 (1997) (App. 40a). Noting New
York's requirement for a prosecutor's certification on the

order, the Court
in deciding which

formal request for a material witness
found that in making such a request, and
witness he must call, the prosecutorwas performing an ac|t
ofadvocacy, undeniably the type offunction contemplated
in Imbler that is "intimately associated
phase ofthe criminal process." In regard to respondent1
argument that ADA Longobardi had placed himself
the role of a witness by submitting his sworn affidavit
support ofhis application for the material witness orde^.
the Court held that in New York only the prosecutor
defense counsel) can sign such an application, and that
doing so he is acting as an advocate. The Court also
that the officers who brought respondent to the Queens
DA's office were similarly protected by absoluteimmunity,
because their actions were "closely tied to the judicial
process as opposed to police functions" (App. 43a).

The Court also held that the DA inv

protected by absolute immunity, were "cer
by qualified immunity," as was ADA Longobardi (App
45a, fn 1):

estigators, if
tainly protected

At a minimum, Longobardi too would be
shielded from suit by qualified immunity. The
DA'soffice knew that (a) the victim [McKinnies]
had previously identified a specific individual
as the last person to see the stolen vehicle,
(b) [respondent] had self-identified as the
individual named by the original complainant
as having information about the stolen car
(though [respondent] had denied having any

in

in

(or
by

held

not
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such information)
not been successfully
despite efforts
these facts, that
on his legal
obtain [respondent]
witness with a

objectively reasonable

,3 and (c) [respondent] had
served with a subpoena

do so. There is no doubt, on
Longobardi's actions—based

conclusion that he could only
's testimony as a material

material witness warrant—were
at the very least.

to

Finally, the Courjt
against the City could
judgment, as Monellv.
Services. 436 U.S. 65$ (1978), held that a municipality may

for an injury inflicted solely by
s absent evidence of the execution

icy or custom, nor could liability be
uperior (App. 47a).

also held that respondent's claim
not survive the motionfor summary
NewYork City Department of Social

not

its enjr
of a

based

be sued under §
ployees or a,

governmental pol
on respondeat

1983

gent,

The Motion for Reconsideration

Respondent served
November 30,2011,
exceeded the scope
investigatory functions

a motion for reconsideration on
arguing that ADALongobardi

of his authority by performing
in questioning her (A 861-867).

chiefly

Petitionersoppose^
was fully justified in
respondent. As to respondent

pointing out that ADALongobardi
seekinga material witnessorder for

s claim that ADA Longobardi

3. Here the Court

individual who had self-

actually respondent's daiight<
was unknown to both the
DA at that time.

was technically mistaken, because the
identified as the person in question was

er, not respondent herself, but this
Queens Supreme Court and the Queens
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erred in failing to bring her "before the
petitioners, citing Betts v. Richard. 726
1984), argued that in preparing a potential
testimony before a grand jury, Longobardi
an advocate in a judicial proceeding, and
to absolute immunity regardless of whether
had been brought before the Court "forthwith

court forthwith

F2d 79 (2d Cir.
witness for

was acting
thus was entitled

respondent

The Decision Upon Reconsideration

Ruling from the bench after oral
Vitaliano held:

argument, Judge

;theThe issue here is whether or not

was acting in an advocate's role
F3d 543 (2d Cir. 2011)] says adistrict
who is seeking a material witness
executing a material witness order
an advocate and therefore is entitled
immunity That's what I read
(App. 31a).

prosecutor
Flagler [663

attorney
order and

is acting as
to absolute

er to sayFlag!

* * *

We seem to have a fundamental

between [respondent's attorney]
about what the law is. There is no

about what the record is, and, more
on this motion to reconsider, wheri
for either new facts or somehow new

new law in the case is the fact that

since the time of my decision in
issued an opinion that in effect
thinking about this case. There!

disagreement
and myself

disagreement
importantly,
I'm looking
law, the only
the Circuit,

this case, has
reaffirms my

is nothing
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that I have that I
I misapprehended
nothing new and
motion for

- that you showed me that
and therefore, there being

nbthing misapprehended, the
reconsiderationis denied (App. 33a).

Respondent Simon
arguing ag

exceeded the scope of
material witness order,

stigjatory activities
judge.

appealed from the District Court's
inter alia, that defendants

the authority granted by the
in that Longobardi performed

instead of bringing respondent

decision am

mve

before the

Peti

had been
witness

entitled

tioners' brief a
acting as an advocate

order and

to absolute

ijgued that the ADA Longobardi
in obtaining the material

serving it on respondent, and thus was
immunity.

With the Court's
was submitted on behaljf
Criminal Defense
Simon, arguing that the
warrant does not receive

At tl:he invitation of

of Justice
"vjrhich argued

of a

and

are "reasonab
or carry on a

quoting
2012]).

Department
curiae,
the execution
the

performed
not to

Brief at

[2d Cir.

1begin

permission, an amicus curiae brief
of the National Association of

Lawyejrs, etal, in support ofrespondent
execution of a material witness
absolute immunity.

the Court, the United States
submitted a letterbrief asamicus

absolute immunity extends to
mateHal witness warrant, including

detection and questioning of the witness, if the acts
y related to decisions whether or
particular prosecution" (Letter

Giralclo v. Kessler. 694 F3d 161, 166
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THE ORDER OF THE SECOND CIRCUIT
COURT OF APPEALS

On appeal from the decision of
the Court of Appeals held that, altjhough
Longobardi was protected by absolute
to obtaining the material witness order
failure to bring respondent before the
by the language of the material witness
detention of respondent for "two full
the protection of absolute immunity.
New York. 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 17(}16 * 12-13, 15 (£d
Cir. 2013):

the District Court
defen

munity in
and warrant,

pourt, as required
order, and

inlays," was beyojid
Simon v. City

[Defendants do not have
for their detention of Simon

for two full days. The execution
witness warrant is a police
prosecutorial function, as New
witness statute, and the warrant
case, explicitly state. While
law a prosecutor is responsible
material witness warrant, only
not prosecutors, are authorized
warrant by arresting people.
Proc. Law §620.30(2)03) "[T]he COUr^
warrant directed to a police
such officer to take such

into custody . . . ."). Accordingly,
issued by the court in this case
"any police officer in the State o:
The arrest of Simon and her

questioning were thus police
prosecutorial ones (App. 9a-10a)

idant

iregard
his

absolute immunity
against her will

of a material

function, not a
York's material

Issued in this

under New York

for seeking a
police officers,
to execute the

See N.Y. Crim.

may issue a
officer, directing

prospective witness
the warrant

was directed to
New York."

detention for

functions, not

of

• V'S'^v^'tt*''>^Mr*
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* * *

Once defendants decided that Simon should be
detained for questioning by Longobardi and the
officers, however, andcompelled herattendance
at the Queens DA for two days ofintermittent
questioning, rather than bringingher before the
court to haveher status settled, their actionsfell
outside the protection ofthewarrant. Theywere
^"+ acting in the role of advocate in connection

h a judicial proceeding. A material witness
warrant secures a witness's presence at a trial
- grand jury proceedings; it doesnot authorize
person's arrest for purposes of subjecting
tat person to extrajudicial interrogation by a

prosecutor (App. 11a).

or

a.

that

•~;«4^,lr
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REASON FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

UNDER IMBLER AND VAN

ASSISTANT DISTRICT

LONGOBARDI WAS ACTING
ADVOCATE FOR THE PEOPLE

DE KAMP.

AT TORNEY

AS AN

IN A

OBTAININGCRIMINAL PROCEEDING IN

AND DIRECTING THE EXECUTION
OF A MATERIAL WITNESS

INCLUDING THE DETENTION
QUESTIONING OF THE WITNESS
THUS WAS ENTITLED TO

IMMUNITY, ASWERE THE
ACTING UNDER ADA LONGJOBARDI
DIRECTION.

^ARRANT,
AND

J, AND
ABSOLUTE

iDEFECTIVES
['S

The important and sole question
ADALongobardi, and the police officerk
bringing in a reluctant witness for questioning pursuant
a material witness warrant, in a case involving
felony fraud by a NYPD police officer,
in prosecutorial advocacy or investigatory
The Court of Appeals has drawn a nevv
functions of the District Attorney and
one that contradicts its own recent holdings
Kessler. 694 F.3d 161 (2d Cir. 2012), andWarnevv.Monrde
County. 587 F.3d 113 (2d Cir. 2009). Mere
glaringly contradicts this Court's holdin,
Pachtman. 424 U.S. 409, 431 (1976) an<^ Van de Kamp fr
Goldstein. 555 U.S. 335, 343 (2009).

here is whether

assisting him, in
to

an alleged
were engaged

police work.
line between the

t^ioseofthepolic
in Giraldo

importantly,
igs in Imbler

it

v.

Here, by separating the functions
Attorney in prosecuting a felony complaint
and labeling the actions taken herein a|s

of the District

already filed,
"investigatory"
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or "police functions," tjie
thei

Court of Appeals undermines
nte^rity of the prosecutorial process.4 Conceding that

witness warrant is a prosecutorial
artificially breaks apart the natural

work into discrete sections, and
becaikse the execution of the warrant

and (2) the detention of the witness
days, the DA's questioning of that

warrant is not entitled to absolute

function
flow of

concludes
is done

took

witness

obtaining the material
the Court

;he prosecutor's
that (1)
the police,

consecutive

pursuant to the

by-
two

immunity.

Here, the District
petitioners had absolute
that her constitutional
witness warrant and
egarding Shantell McKinnies

Court of Appeal
police, or investigatory
function, and

mplaint agains
ueens DA was not

Court correctly found that
^mmunity from respondent's claim

" '& were violatedby the material
questioning by the Queens DA

.' allegedly stolen vehicle.
Is held that such questioning was

function, rather than an
unmindful of the existence of a

Shantell McKinnies, held that
entitled to absolute immunity.

right:
her

r

But the

a purely
advocacy
felony
theQ

In

Court's

gives authority
material

the s

holding

co:

subject

coming to this conclusion
precedent. It referred

to the

witness warrant
of the warrant

(2013 U.S. App

, the Court did not cite this
only to the statute which

ice to make an arrest under a
, anddirects the police to bring

before the Court forthwith,
IiEXIS 17016 at *13-16):

4. In Warney 587 F.3d at 123, theCourtheld, "[W]e conclude
ascertaintheprosecutor's functional role by

or not done; rather a prosecutor's
whether there is pending or in

oceed^ng in which the prosecutor acts as

that it is unhelpful to
isolating each specific act
function depends chiefly
preparation a court pr
a advocate

dosie

on
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However, defendants do not have absolute
immunity for their detention of Simc»n against
her will for two full days.

^ -fc ^

Far from taking actions "intimately
with the judicial phase of the crimina
Imbler, 424 U.S. at 430, defendants
actively avoiding the court-ordered
witness hearing (App. 9a-10a).

associated
process,"

were

material

* * *

' period
The prosecutorial function may
questioning a witness for a brief
presentation to determine whether,
prosecutor's judgment, the witness's
should still be pursued or whether th
should be released without further act:

on Simon's testimony, however, a
could find that the detention and

went beyond what could reasonably be
as clarifying Simon's status or
her for a grand jury appearance,
an investigative interview. ... [A
witness warrant] does not authorize
arrest and prolonged detention for
of investigative interrogation by the
a prosecutor (App. 12a).

encompass
before

in the

testimony
e witness

on. Based

reasonable jury
interrogation

construed

preparing"
became

material

a person's
purposes

police or

and

In stating that the Queens DA was actively avoiding
the material witness hearing, the Court of Appeals
overlooks the efforts being made by petitioners to prepare
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for a grand jury
itioners failed t<b

material witness
actjions "intimately

criminal process

presentation. Even assuming that
bring respondent to court regarding
;order, they were nevertheless taking
associated with the judicial phase of

44

pe

the:

as

u:

a

The Court did
and its rejection of
that perhaps one
acceptable.The Coijrt
decision not to go

important as one
.nquestionably one
District Attorney.

not define "brief," or "prolonged,"
"two full days" ofdetention suggests
" day, or half a day, might have been

did not address theDA's subsequent
the Grand Jury, a decision at least

to present a witness's testimony, and
that exemplifies the advocacy role of

full

to

A Functional
Covered by Absolute

Analysis Shows that Petitioners Are
Immunity.

this

[p
of

thatCourt held

orc»secutor's]
immunity,

presenting the State
a civil suit for
at 431 (emph

notdd herein, citing
343 (2009), "

pros ecutor prepare
appears in court to _
warrant application.

. 2d 145 *149 (E

In Imbler v. PacMman, 424 U.S. 409, 431 (1976),
the "functional nature of the

activities would determine the extent
[I]n initiating a prosecution and in

's case, the prosecutor is immune
damages under § 1983." Imbler, 424

in original). As the District Court
Van de Kamp v. Goldstein, 555 U.S.

r» a

from
US

Supp

lasis

Absolute immunity does apply 'when a
to initiate a judicial proceeding, or

pi-esent evidence in support ofa search
j" Simon v. Citv of New Ynrlr, 819 F

D.N.Y. 2012) (App. 39a).

5. Indeed, upon
against McKinnies was
days after Simon was i

infonmation and belief, the felony complaint
withdrawn on August 20,2008, only eight

interviewed by ADA Longobardi.
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The question is whether the actions at
of a prosecutor's traditional functions."
F.3d 1204, 1209 (2d Cir. 1996), cert denied

issue "are part
v. Phillips. 81Doe

Doe. 520 U.S. 1115 (1997). "Prosecutorial
§ 1983 liability is broadly defined
acts, regardless of motivation, associated
function as an advocate.'" (Dory v. Ryan
(2d Cir. 1994).

This approach was recognized in Imbjer, where this

D Amelia v.

immunity from
covering virtually all

with (his/her)
25 F.3d 81, 83

Court listed numerous examples of duties
within a prosecuting attorney's advocacy
follows: "whether to present a case to
whether to file an information, whethelr
prosecute, whether to dismiss an indictment
particular defendants, which witnesses to
other evidence to present." Imbler. 424 U.
See also Burns v. Reed. 500 U.S. 478,486 (
cases applying "functional approach" to i

encompassed
function, as

a grand jury,
and when to

against
call, and what

.S. at 431 n.33.

991) (collecting
immunity).

In Mallev v. Briggs. 475 U.S.

Court held:

335, 343 (1986), this

We intend no disrespect to the office}*
for a warrant by observing that
while a vital part of the administration
criminal justice, is further removed
judicial phase ofcriminal proceeding^
act of a prosecutor in seeking an
Furthermore, petitioner's analogy,
some force, does not take account
the prosecutor's act in seeking an
is but the first step in the process of
conviction. Exposing the prosecutor

applying
action,

of

from the

than the

indictment.
it has

fact that

indictment
seeking a

liability

his

while:

; of the

to:
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for the initial phase of his prosecutorial work
Could interfere with his exercise ofindependent

jment at every phase ofhis work, since the
prosecutor mighi;come to see later decisions in

?fect on his potential liability.
the prosecutor seeking an

terms of their e
'hus. we shield

indictment hecai ise anv lesser immunity pnnlH
impair the performance ofa central actor in t.hp
judicial process (emphasis added).

Id
this

of

involvi "actions apart
U.S.c

"Acts

initiation

Court recognized
Buckley v.Fitzdmmnns, 509 U.S. 259,269 (1993),

.•_. j thatjpiirsiiantto imbjer,the duties
prosecutors in their role as advocates for the State

"actions apart from the courtroom." Buckley. 509
272 (quotingInibler, 424 U.S. at431, fn. 33). Thus,

undertaken by a prosecutor in preparing for the
ion ofjudicial proceedings or for trial, and which
in the course of his role as an advocate for the
are entitled to the protections ofabsolute immunity,
acts must include the professional evaluation of
idence assembled by the police and appropriate

preparation for its presentation attrial or before agrand
juryafteradecision toseek anindictment has been made "
Buckley, 509 U.S. at 269.

occur

State,
Those

the evidence

In Buckley, prosecutors
evidence "during the
where "police officers
performingessentially
509 U.S. at 262-63,275 \
that prosecutors, after
connect a bootprint to
'shopped" for the opinion

well knjown for her wi

were sued for fabricating
early stages of the investigation"

and assistant prosecutors were
;hesameinvestigatoryfunctions."
76. The fabrication allegationwas
three expert witnesses could not
-he suspect (the § 1983 plaintiff),
>n of a particular expert whowas
lingness to fabricate unreliable
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expert testimony. Id. at 262. In denying absolute immunity,
this Court reasoned (icL at 273):

There is a difference between the

role in evaluating evidence and
witnesses as he prepares for trial,
hand, and the detective's role in
the clues and corroboration that

probable cause to recommend that a
arrested, on the other hand. When a
performs the investigative function^
performed by a detective or police
"neither appropriate nor justifiable
same act, immunity should protect
not the other."

advocate's

interviewing
on the one

searching for
give him

suspect be
orosecutor

normally
Officer, it is

, for the
one and

;might

thai,
the

In Van de Kamp. applying a functional
Court recognized that even certain kinds
obligations, the type which are directly
conduct of a trial and judicial proceedings
absolute immunity. Thus, the administrative
at issue concerning establishing an information
system were "unlike administrative duties
for example, workplace hiring, payroll
the maintenance of physical facilities
Moreover, the types of activities on which
claims focused necessarily require legal
the exercise of related discretion, e.g.,
what information should be included in thi
supervision or the information-system mana
de Kamp. 555 U.S. 335 at 344.

analysis, this
ofadministrative

connected with the

, are covered by
obligations

sharing
concerning,

administration,
and the like.

the plaintiff's
knowledge and
in determining
training or the

gement." Van

Furthermore, this Court
"Decisions about indictment or trial

unanimously recognized:
prose cution will often



In this case, the conduct
immunity. As set forth in
which a prosecutor becdmes
probable cause for an
when Shantell McKiniiies
filing a false report of
occurred months before
by the Queens DA. Ins
prosecutorial functions
focused on the tale of
complaint. But the facts
for summary judgment

20

involve more than one prosecutorwithin an office. We do not
see how such differences in the pattern of liability among
a group of prosecutors in a single office could alleviate
Imbler^ basic fear, namely, that the threat of damages
liability would affect theway in which prosecutors carried
out their basic court-related tasks. Moreover, this Court
has pointed out that 'it is the interest in protecting the
proper functioning of the office, rather than the interest
in protecting its occupant, that is ofprimary importance'"
Van de Kamp, 555 U.S. 335 at 344 (2009), quoting Kalina
Y^Ietcher, 522 U.S. at 125. See also Van de Kamp 555
U.S at 349 ("Immunity does not exist to help prosecutors
mthe easy case; it exists because the easy cases bring
difficult cases in their wake. And, as Imbler pointed out
the likely presence of too many difficult cases threatens'
not prosecutors, but the public, for the reason that it
threatens to undermine; the necessary independence and
integrity of the prosecutorial decision-making process").

at issueis covered byabsolute
Imbler, the presumptive point at

an advocate is at the pointof
aifrest, which in this case occurred

was arrested for allegedly
car having been stolen, which
the interview of respondent

;ead of focusing on the ensuing
at issue, the Court of Appeals

alleged by respondent in her
are not at issue on this motion
6Rather, the issue is the legal

woe

Although the Court
by the parties as being
differ significantly. Simon
and petitioner read her de

Delow described thefacts asreported
'dramatically different," they did not
insisted that she had been arrested,
position testimony to indicate that,
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application of the doctrine of absolute
facts as alleged in the complaint, and testified
respondent's deposition, accepting them as
the purposes of the motion herein.

infimunity to the
to during

true, solely for

It is well-settled that typically, the
which probable cause exists for an arrejst
at which a prosecutor is considered an
Buckley. 509 U.S. at 274. "The immunity
the prosecutor's function, not to the manner
performed it." Doryv.Rvan. 25 F.3d 81,83
See also Burns v. Reed. 500 U.S. at 486

approach looks to the nature of the function
not the identity of the actor who performed
v. White. 484 U.S. 219, 229 (1988) (same)

point of time at

is the point
"advocate."

attaches to

in which he

(2d Cir. 1994).
87 (functional

performed,
it): Forrester

Thus, absolute immunity applies to
by a prosecutor in preparing for the initiation
proceedings or for trial.7

acts undertaken

of judicial

after being shownthe warrant, rather than being
forcibly hustled out to the waiting police car, she
the police officers. Simon conceded that, in add:
handcuffed, she suffered none of the other indi
was not photographed, fingerprinted, or held in
room. Nonetheless, it is clear that, absent the
would not have presented herself to the Queens

handcuffed and

agreed to go with
tion to not being
da of arrest: she

a cell or a locked

warrant, Simon
DA.

7. See Giraldo v. Kessler. 694 F.3d 161 (2d

of District Court's denial of absolute immunity f<
had vigorously interrogated the plaintiff, a sui
violence victim, against her will, and in the face
denial that her injury was anything but
v. Trainor. 663 F.3d 543 (2d Cir. 2011)
material witness order to procure complaining
was absolutely immune from suit, regardless
misrepresentations in the material witness
v. Monroe County. 587 F.3d 113, (2d Cir. 2009)

Cir. 2012) (reversal
Queens DA who

sjpected domestic
of her persistent

accidental); Flagler
(prosecutor who used

witness for trial

any purported
affiijmation); Warney

(District Attorney

or

of



Respondent argued
of his

paneled, a statemen
any documentatio:

Flagler, no trial was
was issued to

Here, whether
immediately periding.
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scope

im;
with

that Longobardi exceeded the
(1) there was no grand jury

often repeated but never supported
3n; and (2) unlike the situation in

scheduled, and the material witness
sjecure the witness's attendance at
or not a grand jury presentation

there is no question that a
with the local criminal court on

Shantell McKinnies - charging
grand larceny, third degree

(Jegree falsifying business records,
acy- and was pending when the
was obtained in August, 2008.

material witness order is issued in

authority because

order

trial.8

was

felony complaint was
January 1, 2008

third deg
insurance fraud, first

degree
material witness ordelr

definition, the

filed-

against
ree

and

mat

And

conspiracy

was

72 days
which

DA's

the

absolute1
79,81
witness

her

bsolute

motivatibn

by i

challenged for withholding
after receiving it.

denied absolute
even though

performance ofan advcjcacy function
immunity: (citations
Cir. 1984) (plaintiff

warrant for her as
about testifying

Immunity attaches
is irrelevant" (i

had i

actions,

(2d

„ exculpatory DNA evidence for
the Court reversedthe DistrictCourt
immunity forthe DA, andheld that the
administrative in nature, were also in

eyfunction, and thuswereentitledto
omitted);Bettsv. Richard, 726 R2d

was arrested pursuant to a material
complainingwitness who had changed

. against her abusive boyfriend, "[a]
to this act, and any claimed improper

^internal citations omitted).

mind

the

order

Although
Pr

cir

Pertinent
witness

with a

To support thi
Seco|nd Circuit stated

. may issue only
Flagler referred

ocedui-e Law("CPL")
circumstances under whic$

here is CPL §i
o|rder may issue where

criminal court

argument, respondent noted that
in Flagler that "a material witness
hen a prosecution is ready for trial."

to the relevant portion ofthe Criminal
that case, the statute provides other
a material witness order mayissue.

L20(2)(c), which states that a material
ere "a felony complaint has been filed
and is currently pending therein "

far

local i
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connection with apending criminal proceeding,
are "intimately associated with the judicial
criminal process" Imbler, 424 U.S. at 430
they occur in the context of a specific
Thus, respondent's chief argument, that
exceeding the scope of his authority is,
the District Court's holding was entirely,
v. City of New York. 819 F. Supp. 2d 145
2012) (App. 44a):

Such acts

phase of the
Indeed, as here,

judicial proceeding.
Longobardi was
ply, wrong, and

Fcorrect, Simon
, sim

Since a prosecutor's actions in pursuing a
criminal prosecution, including deciding which
witnesses are indispensible, fall squarelywithin
the "advocacy" category, Longobardi's actions
in procuring the material witness warrant are
entitled to absolute immunity.9

Public Policy is Served By Absolute Immunity In this
Case.

The critical purposes served by absolute
will be served by reversal here. These
removing the substantial threat of harassment
overhanging cloud of litigation and
the independent functioning of the DA's
the capacity to perform their duties set
as informed by their legal judgment and

9. The same reasoning applies to the
(Alegre and Lee), employed by the Queens
the warrant obtained by ADA Longobardi
respondent pursuant to Longobardi's instruct:
and Lee were "performing functions closely
process as opposed to police functions." Simofri
145 * 151 (App. 44a).

151 (E.D.N.Y.

immunity
purposes include

by the
interference with

office and with

forth in the law

discretion. See

two police officers
]f)A, who executed

also questioned
ons. Thus, Alegre

tjied to the judicial
819 F. Supp. 2d

and



Imblerland discussion,
("we shield theprosecu|or
any lesser immunity
central actor in the judicial
warns that in its decision
risks chilling the per
arbitrarily limiting the
interviewing aprospective

The

immuni

Van de I
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ante. Indeed, the holding ofBriggs
seeking an indictment because
1impair the performance of a
process," 475 U.S. at 343), also
herein, the Court of Appeals

?ormance of the prosecutor by
amount oftime he/she can spend

Grand Jury witness.

adverse

y are self-evident
lamp, and

!consequences offailing to grant absolute
, just as they were in Imbler,
Independent judgmentwill be

an arrest based upon probable
ts face litigation over ongoing

how toprepareandpresentcases
' alf of the People of the State of

i, the time and energy devoted
drains the DA's office staff and

criminal prosecutions.

<progeny,
undermined if, following
cause, the DA defendants
decisions; withrespectto
in the ccurtroom on behalf
New York. Furthermore
to litigating such actions
diverts them from ongoing

In contrast, applying
case will

_ absolute immunity in this
increase the ability of prosecutors to exercise

ent not only generally, but also
ving reluctant witnesses, a notspecifica!

their independent judgm
ly in cases invol

unusual subcategory,

The

and

the conduct
efforts

increase

prosecutors
making

prospect that
potential liability

of their official

prosecutors will face litigation
imposed by civil damages over

duties will chillprosecutorial
to combat and deter crime. The

imposeprecisely the burdens on
of inhibiting independent decision-

expects, prosecutorial time,

ithat are necessary
litigation will
- in terms
the public

in

that trust
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energy and fiscal consequences •
absolute immunity is intended to
424 U.S. at 423; 424-25, 428 and discussion above, ante

that the doctrine of

preclude. See Imbler.

•, and reaffirmed
forcing a prosecutor

decision to initiate

decision-making,
ramifications of

decision purely on
Further, prosecutors

\s would, even if
their energies
enforcing the

the prosecutor
of indictments

decisions to

of constitutional

decisions could

See also Schloss

Allthepolicyreasonsset forthinImbler,
in Van de Kamp. apply here. First
to answer in a civil lawsuit for his
and pursue a prosecution could skew
tempting one to consider the personal
a decision rather than rest that
appropriate concerns. Id. at 424-25.
haled into court to defend their decisior
they prevailed on the merits, have had
diverted from their important duty
criminal law. Id at 425. Lastly, becaus^
may be responsible annually for hundreds
and trials, and because so many of
prosecute could engendercolorable claims
deprivation, forcing him to defend these:
impose intolerableburdens. IcL at 425-26.
v. Bounce. 876 F.2d 287 (2d Cir. 1989)
410, 424-25.10

these

citing Imbler at

Notwithstanding, however, as courts
recognized, prosecutors are governmert
act under the additional safeguards
conduct and constitutional obligations
v. Ceballos. 547 U.S. 410, 425-26 (2006)
imperatives, as well obligations arising

have frequently
attorneys who

of rul^s of professional
are GarcettiCpmpi

10. Additionally, the Court reviewed the
matter oflogic, absoluteimmunitymust also
from damages suits based on his decision
Schloss. 876 F.2d at 290 (discussing Imbler

("[T]hese
from any other

reasons why, "as a
protect theprosecutor

not to prosecute."
and other cases).
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constitutional provisions
civil

order

Thus,
subjec
the

and

Stand

laws,
and mandates of criminal and

checks on supervisors who would
lerwise inappropriate actions.").
0 engage in misconduct may be
avariety ofinstitutions, including
themselves, state barassociations,
whom they appear. See, e.g., ABA
1Justice: Prosecution Function,

s with Grand Jury. And in the
prosecutors may themselves face
any misconduct.

the

In

absolutje
affect

Appeal^
light
By
functions

their

the

for a

. provide
unlawful or otherwise
prosecutors

:': to discipline by
!prosecutors' offices

ijudges before
irds for Criminkl

Standard 3-3.5 Relations
extreme cases,

criminal sanctions for

sum, the societal
prosecuting criminal

immunity
pursuit of

failed to apply
of this Court's

lumping the questioning
because only

material witness arrest
artificial separation in
prosecutor's role as an
limiting the amount of time

Court needlessly curtailed
Gr^nd Jurypresentation

from

interest in preparing and
cases entitles prosecutors to
i liability that might otherwise

those proceedings. The Court of
the law properly, particularly in
-•—>us decision inVan de Kamp

_. ofrespondent in with police
a police officer could effect the

, the Court ofAppeals created an
the continuous functioning of the
advocate for the People. And, by

spent interviewing awitness,
*nA the preparation necessary

unanimous

here, gi^en this Court
kinds o:

type which
trial and

immunity. This Court
other

Indeed, the Van de Kamp case should end the inquiry
's recognition that even certain

administrative prosecutorial obligations, the
:h are directly connected with the conduct ofa
judicial proceedings, are covered by absolute
r. This Court aptly distinguished them from

tyjpes of administrative duties, such as hiring
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and payroll, emphasizing that the activities
"necessarily require legal knowledge and
related [prosecutorial] discretion...." Van
U.S. at 344

For all the above reasons, petitioners
absolute immunity from this action.

CONCLUSION

THE PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI
SHOULD BE GRANTED.

Dated: New York, New York
November 14, 2013
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